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This 155 km walk takes you around the entire island by a route that is interesting, safe, varied
and very enjoyable. It is not a uniform sign-posted track but a combination of limestone paths,
town pavements, minor country roads and some sections across open countryside. The route
goes as near to the coast as is practical and safe but must of necessity avoid coastal
promontories, quarries or land in private ownership. There are some slightly challenging uphill
sections but the route, in the main, is along level paths. The walk can be done by any reasonably
fit person, and a pair of walking shoes is adequate in all but the worst of weather. The overall
walk is divided into 13 sections of about 12 km each. Importantly, there is ready access by bus to
the starting and finishing point of each section.There are few places in the world where walks of
moderate distance can bring you past so many fascinating features of environmental, cultural
and landscape interest.This guide includes maps and detailed descriptions of the route and the
main features to be encountered. Each section includes comments on wildlife, archaeology and
geology to increase your appreciation of the many wonderful features to be visited on this
pleasant ramble around the coast of Malta.The wonderful features that you will enjoy along this
coastal walk includeVallettaOutstanding sea viewsDramatic cliffs, sandy beachesSuperb Stone-
Age templesNature reserves and tranquil countrysideForts, towers and churchesWild plants and
varied habitatsBlue Grotto and St Paul’s IslandThe medieval Three CitiesThis book is supported
byMalta International AirportMalta RamblersMerril Ecotours



THE MALTA COASTAL WALK TABLE OF CONTENTS1. Introduction2. Useful
InformationGeneral StuffWeather and WalkingBuses and FerriesLanguageSome Practical
Advice3. Nature and WildlifeGeologyFlowers and PlantsBirdsMammals and other wildlife4. A
short History of Malta 5. The Malta Coastal WalkSection 1 The Peninsula of VallettaSection 2
The Three CitiesSection 3 Kalkara to MarsaskalaSection 4 Marsaskala to BirżebbuġaSection
5 Birżebbuġa to ŻurrieqSection 6 Żurrieq to Dingli CliffsSection 7 Dingli Cliffs to BaħrijaSection
8 Baħrija to Golden BaySection 9 Golden Bay to MellieħaSection 10 The Marfa
PeninsulaSection 11 Mellieħa to Saint Paul’s BaySection 12 St Paul’s Bay to St Julian’s
BaySection 13 St Julian’s to Valletta This 155 km walk takes you around the entire island of
Malta by a route that is interesting, safe, varied and enjoyable. It is not a uniform sign-posted
route but a combination of limestone paths, town pavements, minor country roads and some
sections across open countryside. The route goes as near to the coast as is practical and safe
but must of necessity avoid coastal promontories, quarries or land in private ownership. There
are some slightly challenging uphill sections but the route, in the main, is along level paths. The
walk can be done by any reasonably fit person and a pair of walking shoes is adequate in all but
the worst of weather. Copyright: All rights reserved. No part of this guide may be utilised or,
reproduced, without the written permission of the authors. The authors - Emmet Mc Mahon Ph.D
and Jonathon Henwood - are both environmental scientists with a deep love of nature and
walking in Malta. No responsibility attaches to the authors for any inaccuracies or unclear advice.
The walks are undertaken at the responsibility of the reader. Many thanks to Chris Lysaght and
David Kelly. We would appreciate feedback on any aspect of this book.Please send comments
to greatwalksmalta@gmail.com.1. IntroductionThere is something especially fulfilling in rambling
around the entire coast of an island. This is particularly true in the case of Malta as the routes of
these the coastal walk takes you past a wide variety of impressive features, both natural and
manmade. Walking is one of the best ways to discover and appreciate Malta’s natural
environment, beautiful landscapes and man-made marvels. There are few places in the world
where walks of moderate distance can bring you past so many fascinating features in such a
short distance, and with ready access through public transport.The state of Malta is composed
of two main islands (Malta and Gozo) and the small uninhabited island of Comino midway
between the two. Malta, the largest island, is about thirty km long by fourteen wide, while Gozo is
fourteen by seven. With a population of about 400,000, Malta is among the most densely
populated countries in the world. The island of Malta contains the capital, Valletta and the major
centres of tourist and commercial activity. Almost all residential and industrial development has
taken place on the north and east of the island of Malta. In happy contrast, there are many
locations on the south and west of Malta, and on Gozo, where the natural environment remains
much as it was in former centuries. Gozo, with a population of about 30,000, is a tranquil island
with an agricultural economy and a more traditional approach to life.Malta and Gozo are



essentially large limestone rocks that emerged from the sea about 8 million years ago. Erosion
and tectonic movement of the limestone base has led to the formation of impressive and
dramatic landscapes and a range of habitats that host a diversity of plants and animals. The
flora of the islands is a rich mix of Mediterranean and North African elements and comprises
over 1100 wild plant species.
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taken place on the north and east of the island of Malta. In happy contrast, there are many
locations on the south and west of Malta, and on Gozo, where the natural environment remains
much as it was in former centuries. Gozo, with a population of about 30,000, is a tranquil island
with an agricultural economy and a more traditional approach to life.Malta and Gozo are
essentially large limestone rocks that emerged from the sea about 8 million years ago. Erosion
and tectonic movement of the limestone base has led to the formation of impressive and
dramatic landscapes and a range of habitats that host a diversity of plants and animals. The
flora of the islands is a rich mix of Mediterranean and North African elements and comprises
over 1100 wild plant species.The islands can boast of an exceptional range of archaeological
sites, including stone age megalithic temples, Punic tombs, ancient cave dwellings, Roman
villas, Palaces of the Knights and British Army fortifications. A visit to the archaeological
museums in Valletta and in the Citadel on Gozo will give you an enjoyable overview of the main
archaeological sites. So as to maximise your understanding and pleasure from Malta’s rich
natural and built environment, this book includes sections on the History, Geology, Plants and
Wildlife of the islands. Key Features of Malta include:Valletta and the historic Three CitiesWild
countryside and nature reservesDramatic cliffs, deep valleys and sandy beachesOutstanding
sea viewsNeolithic temples and enigmatic cart rutsCastles, towers and fortsChapels, churches
and cathedrals2. Useful InformationThis chapter contains information on a range of issues that
should prove useful to a visitor.General stuffWeather and WalkingBuses and
FerriesLanguagePractical Advice General stuffDriving on the leftAs with other islands that were
within the British Empire (Ireland, Sri Lanka) the Maltese drive on the left side of the
road.ElectricityNormal European voltage (220v) but the electricity socket requires the standard
3-pin UK plug.Banks and moneyMalta is an EU member state and uses the Euro. Banks offer all
the usual services, and ATMs are commonplace.PhonesThere is full mobile phone coverage on
Malta and Gozo. The international dialing code for Malta is 356. In the event of an emergency,
ring 112.CrimeMalta is among the safest countries in the world for tourists. Nevertheless, take
reasonable care.HospitalsThe hospital and medical care system in Malta is as good as
anywhere in Europe. For EU citizens the European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) can be used in
respect of medical treatment due to either an accident or illness. You should get the EHIC card
from the authorities in your own country before you travel.AccommodationMalta and Gozo offer
a wide range of accommodation, including luxury and budget hotels, guesthouses, hostels and
villas, farmhouses and apartments for rent. You are rarely far from a café for a coffee and cake
and there is an abundance of restaurants for a good evening meal. The choice of hotel will vary
with your budget, the area in which you wish to base yourself, and how long you plan to stay. The
simplest way to get a listing of hotels and special offers for accommodation on Malta is to log on
to the official Malta Tourism website www.visitmalta.com or simply Google “Hotels Malta”. Most
tourists stay in the coastal stretch from Sliema to Saint Julian’s or at Saint Paul’s Bay, as these
areas have many facilities and easy bus connections. Visitors who prefer a more tranquil
location, or to be near a sandy beach, may choose to stay at Golden Sands or Mellieħa on Malta



or near the town of Xlendi on Gozo. There is also some low-key accommodation available in
quiet town corners.Weather and Walking 
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